Precise relative navigation between an unmanned vehicle and a target, which could be a stationary or a second moving vehicle, is an important capability that has many possible applications including formation operation, as well as autonomous rendezvous and docking of either spacecraft or aircraft. A test bed setup is described where unmanned ground vehicles are used to simulate the physical motion of aerospace vehicles, and provide the attached sensor packages with realistic relative motion in both indoor and outdoor environments. Using an unmanned robotic ground vehicle, the visual servoing problem is investigated and simulated using actual hardware in real world test conditions. A simple camera is used to measure the relative position, orientation, and motion between the vehicle and the target. Color statistical pressure snake algorithms are employed to track a visual target within the camera images in real time. The effectiveness of the nonlinear visual servoing algorithm is demonstrated through experimental hardware tests.
I. Introduction
Future generations of unmanned ground, air, and space vehicles offer many benefits over their manned counterparts, including reduced size, cost, complexity, and danger for the human operators. However, to be feasible replacements for current manned versions of such vehicles, future autonomous vehicle control systems must be able to manage the details of vehicle operation and control with minimal operator intervention. For example, an operator might instruct a formation of unmanned ground vehicles to move to a new location, and the vehicles would then autonomously navigate towards the destination, while maintaining formation and avoiding obstacles along the way. In short, they would perform all tasks required to complete the objective without additional commands from the operator.
However, before such levels of autonomy can be practically realized in a wide range of applications, the vehicle control systems' sensing capabilities must be improved. One area in which current sensing can be improved is the analysis of visual information. While humans rely heavily on vision for information about the surrounding environment, it has proven difficult to endow autonomous control systems with the same capability. However, visual sensing is a valuable ability because it can convey precise relative information. For example, when performing an aerial refueling operation, the pilot's vision gives him extremely accurate information about how he must maneuver the aircraft relative to the tanker. Similarly, multi-ground vehicle formation operation as well as UAV and spacecraft formation flight, rendezvous, and docking are other examples of relative navigation problems in which precise relative information from visual sensors would be extremely valuable. 1 The performance of visual sensors can be further improved by the use of appropriate estimation algorithms. Applying techniques such as Kalman filtering, unscented Kalman filtering, or particle filtering to visual sensor output data can offer many benefits including smoother, more continuous sensor information with lower noise and error levels. 2 Over the last few decades several types of spacecraft simulators have been developed. Planar motion systems typically involve two translational and one rotational degree of freedom and are of interest to rendezvous and docking operations, as well as flexible manipulator research. Reference 3 contains an excellent survey of spacecraft simulators.
Simulators discussed in References 4, 5 and 6 float test hardware on polished flat surfaces. Here the planar frictionless space environment is used to evaluate force-free motion of flexible structures.
The new test bed being developed in the Autonomous Vehicle Systems (AVS) Laboratory at Virginia Tech differs from such frictionless test beds in that the physical spacecraft motion will be simulated through an autonomous ground vehicle. The purpose and goal of the proposed test bed is not to mimic frictionless planar motion, which is only an approximation of the coupled orbital motion a satellite would actually experience in flight. Rather, the UGV will have the motion prescribed through numerical software modules, much like a modern aircraft flight simulator. This motion modeling aspect is similar to the large Navy Research Laboratory spacecraft simulation facility where the 6 degree of freedom motion of a full-size spacecraft is simulated using a gantry crane. 7 The goal is to provide the sensor platform with realistic physical motion. Further, using UGVs allows for relative motion tests to be conducted both indoors and outdoors, over large and small ranges. Such flexibility is impossible with hover tables or large crane structures.
The Marshall Space Flight Center's Flight Robotics Laboratory 8 is a very sophisticated testing facility which allows different test hardware to interact through networking, similar to what is planned with this new test bed. The AVS test bed is much smaller in scale and differs in the use of unmanned ground vehicles to simulate vehicle motion, providing a broader base of applications ranging from underwater, ground, aerial and space-based vehicles. Further, the use of a software framework called UMBRA 9 will ensure compatibility with other research facilities such as Sandia National Laboratories.
The initial goal of this test bed is to simulate the visual servoing of aerospace vehicles in near-planar motion. Statistical pressure snakes (also known as visual snakes) are used to visually track a target in a video stream. Related vision-based space-based robotic control is discussed in References 10 and 11. Here zero-gravity experiments are performed in a neutral buoyancy water tank. While providing 6 degrees of freedom, the range of this test bed is limited to several meters. Further, the visual tracking employs statistical sampling of the entire image for target colors. Such methods provide fast tracking if the target is the only object present with this color. The AVS test bed will provide a greater range of relative motion that can be simulated, and better lighting control by avoiding the need to suspend the test craft in water. Further, the visual snakes are more robust than statistical sampling in the presence of non-unique target colors. Also, the visual snake will provide a one-dimensional contour of the target which provides additional information about it.
An example of real-time visual control of ground vehicles is Reference 12 and 13. A modular test setup is created with an omnidirectional camera displaying sophisticated formation control. Targets are identified through statistical color models in YUV color space for robustness to lighting variations, similar to the proposed HSV use of visual snakes. However, image gradients are used to determine objects of interest, assuming a flat mono-color ground. The proposed snake-based visual control will investigate operating in unstructured environments without such assumptions. This paper describes a hardware test bed which is being developed to investigate the performance of visual sensing and estimation algorithms in different types of relative navigation problems. This test bed consists of unmanned mobile robotic ground vehicles with onboard computers and visual sensors. The test bed can be used to simulate near-planar relative navigation problems for underwater, ground, air, and space vehicles. By programming the motion of the test bed vehicles to mimic the relative motion that would be encountered by the actual vehicles, the performance of the visual sensors can be tested in real-world test conditions. Section II. discusses the test bed setup, current status, and included hardware capabilities. Section III. discusses the visual sensing algorithm which has been implemented in real-time on the unmanned ground vehicle. Section IV. discusses the visual control strategy to regulate a visual tracking error. Finally, section V. illustrates hardware test results of the current test bed setup.
II. Hardware Test Bed Description

A. Simulation Setup
Consider a free-flying robotic assistant maintaining its position relative to the International Space Station by looking at simple visual features on the station's structure. Without requiring complex radio or optical beacons, the robot is able to maintain its position using only a stream of images from a video camera. Figure 1 illustrates such a concept. Developing this system is a very complex and challenging undertaking. In particular, for this space-based visual servoing example, performing hardware proof-of-concept tests will include simulating the complex relative orbital motion, simulating the three-dimensional attitude, as well as duplicating the intricate lighting, reflection and shadow variations. Physically simulating these tasks is a daunting challenge. However, using modern software and communication developments, a novel spacecraft simulation approach is being developed which blends the boundaries between reality and simulated components. Numerical simulations are commonly employed to model new navigational sensing and control concepts. While such simulations provide important initial studies, hardware tests with critical sensing, communication and mechanical behaviors are typically required to fully develop these sensing and control methods. In practice the complexity of many research projects requires combinations of numerical simulation and hardware testing at an early stage. A hybrid hardware/software distributed simulation environment is being developed to investigate visual servoing of semi-autonomous vehicles.
Instead of a costly test bed which will simulate all environmental, physical, and communication aspects of an autonomous aerospace vehicle, a cost-effective relative motion test bed is being developed for scenarios where the relative motion dynamics are well understood. For example, an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) is programmed to move relative to a target as if it were in orbit. Other aerospace vehicles could be modeled as well. The UGV acts thus as a sensor platform, providing the relative motion sensor with realistic relative motion. With on-board processing capabilities, the sensor data can be analyzed in real-time and a corresponding control solution computed. The physical response of the modeled aerospace vehicle is then simulated in software and the resulting vehicle relative motion prescribed through dedicated servo routines. Figure 2 (a) illustrates a sample setup where a free-flying robotic assistant visually servoing on another spacecraft is simulated in a hybrid hardware/software scenario. A physical camera is mounted on the UGV, and images are captured with a frame-grabber card. After processing the visual data and computing target tracking errors, the station-keeping control solution is sent to the simulated spacecraft module which computes the relative motion response. The vehicle motion will provide planar (x, y) motion, but cannot provide independent camera heading angles. By adding a panand-tilt unit to the vehicle, the camera can be pointed independently from the vehicle heading. Further, using the tilt mode, small out-of-plane attitude motions can also be simulated. To compute the spacecraft orbital response due to a control input, the actual inertial position of the UGV must be known. An optical tracking system called VISNAV 1 provided by StarVision Inc.
14 will be used. This system is capable of tracking active optical beacons both indoors and outdoors at ranges of up to 50 meters.
The current hardware test setup consists of the operational UGV with a camera mounted on it. Elementary wireless communication has been implemented to operate the vehicle untethered. The pan-and-tilt unit has not been installed currently. Also, the relative orbit propagator module has not been implemented. The current hardware setup is capable of visually servoing the UGV on a target without any communication, video or power connections. This wireless operational mode is an important milestone to developing the full aerospace vehicle simulation capability. Figure 2 (b) illustrates a parallel development of this relative motion test bed. The UGV is being modeled through a software module, as well as the camera and hardware pan-and-tilt units. This software simulation of the test bed will enable researchers to first test sensing or control strategies in software before implementing them on hardware. A key component of this test bed development is the use of the Sandia National Laboratories developed UMBRA framework.
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UMBRA allows diverse behaviors such as vehicle dynamics, sensor modeling, communication infrastructures, vehicle path planning, etc., to be encapsulated in compiled modules. These modules can then be invoked during run-time and interact with other modules through flexible connection protocols. UMBRA modules have been created to encapsulate the UGV control, video frame-grabber, visual processing routine, as well as the visual servo control computation. As a result, the exact same visual servo module can control either the physical or simulated vehicle by redirecting the servo module output. Hybrid simulation scenarios are already being tested where real camera images are driving virtual vehicles.
B. Autonomous Ground Vehicle
The UGV used in this test bed to investigate visual sensor perfomance in relative navigation problems is based on the Pioneer 3-DX mobile robotic ground vehicle platform manufactured by ActivMedia Robotics shown in Figure 3 . This platform features a serial interface which can be commanded from an onboard PC-104 computer, or an externally mounted computer. Several types of sensors interface directly with the vehicle's control system, and are then accessed through the serial communication protocol. These include encoders on each of the two independentlydriven, differential-steer drive wheels, bump sensors, sonar sensors (5 meter maximum range), and a digital 3 axis compass/roll/pitch magnetometer.
The onboard PC-104 computer is based on a Pentium III processor. It is currently equipped with a wireless ethernet card, a frame grabber card, and a USB card. UMBRA modules have been created to send and receive data wirelessly between the Pioneer vehicle and a workstation. It is noted that most every type of computer card is available in the PC-104 form factor, and therefore many additional cards and capabilites could be added (such as a GPS receiver, a data acquisition card, etc.). The PC-104 communicates with the vehicle's control system serially, using the same protocol The primary software running on the PC-104 is the UMBRA simulation framework, which is a C++ based, modular, real-time software framework. This simulation framework was developed at Sandia National Laboratories to model the interaction of complex systems. It is well suited for applications in which multiple modules must share data and operate in real-time. 9 Essentially, Umbra acts as a front-end for all of the onboard computer functions, with each encapulated as a module. The serial communication with the vehicle, the visual sensing and estimation, the vehicle dynamics, and the vehicle control inputs are all encapsulated as individual modules. Using this UMBRA framework, hybrid hardware-in-the-loop simulation scenarios are being investigated. The current setup has a Pioneer UMBRA module which interacts with the P3-DX vehicle and engages the various servo modes. Further, an UMBRA module was created to interact with the PC-104 frame grabber card. The output of this module is an image structure which is used by the visual processing algorithm. Further, various UMBRA modules to monitor and test the P3-DX hardware modes are being developed. The hardware results presented later in this paper paper should be considered early initial results, and are not the final test bed capability that is planned.
Using the wireless LAN card on the PC-104 computer, the onboard computer can be networked with any wireless Ethernet network. This allows all of the test bed vehicles to communicate with each other or with a base workstation. In addition, by using a remote administration program, the PC-104 can be controlled and operated wirelessly from a base station computer. This remote access capability greatly facilitates testing and operation of the vehicle.
The pan-and-tilt unit is currently only controlled by a workstation and is not mounted yet on the P3-DX. However, an UMBRA interface module has been created here as well to direct the heading of this device. Using the pan-andtilt unit along with the P3-DX degrees-of-freedom, the near-planar motion of spacecraft will be simulated. When performing rendezvous and docking operations in space, or performing general close proximity operations, it is the orbit plane motion that is strongly coupled. The hardware described in this section is sufficiently close to near-planar motion with two translational and orientational degrees of freedom. Future test bed expansions could rotate and/or lift the camera to provide additional relative motion simulation capabilities.
Sensing the actual inertial motion of the P3-DX is crucial if the vehicle is to simulate the motion of an aerospace vehicle. For example, the spacecraft relative motion dynamics depend on the location of the spacecraft relative to the target. The P3-DX is capable of adding differential GPS receiver units. However, such motion sensors would only operate outdoors. Instead, the first inertial motion sensing installation will use the VISNAV sensors made by StarVision.
1 A position sensitive photo-detector is used to detect incoming light and estimate a relative position and direction vector. Compared to using charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras at only tens of Hertz, update rates of hundreds of Hertz are possible.
III. Visual Sensing using Statistical Pressure Snakes
The visual sensor used in these relative navigation problems consists of a digital camera, the frame-grabber card, and the on-board PC-104 computer. The computer processes the images using a recent real-time statistical pressure snake algorithm. 15 Tracking a target in an image is a segmentation problem. Given the N × M pixels of the image, the task is to find a contour which will outline the desired target in each frame. How to perform this action in an unstructured environment where the lighting conditions can vary is a very challenging problem which is actively being researched in the computer science imaging community.
In referred to as a visual snake, the parametric curve is of the form
where I is the stored image. This curve is then placed into an image gradient derived potential field and allowed to change its shape and position in order to minimize the energy E along the length of the curve S(u). The energy function is expressed as:
where E int is the internal energy defined as
and E img is the image pressure function. The free weighting parameters α and β enforce tension and curvature requirements of the curve S(u).
The active deformable models can be divided into two groups: 17 parametric models (snakes) 16, 18 and level-set models (geometric contours). 19 The original Kass snake formulation is a parametric snake solution. However, it is very difficult to tune and has several well documented limitations. For example, the target contours tend to implode in the presence of weak gradients. While level-set models show excellent segmentation and robustness capabilities, they remain challenging to implement in real-time applications. Instead, this current test bed setup uses a modified parametric snake formulations proposed by Ivins and Porrill. 20 Here a pressure function is introduced which computes the statistical similarity of pixel values around a control point to create a pressure force which drives the snake towards the target boundaries. The new energy function is given by
where the pressure energy function E pres is
and is the statistical error measure of the curve S(u) covering the target. Perrin and Smith suggest replacing the E int expression with a single term that maintains a constant third derivative. 18 This simplified formulation includes an even snake point spacing constraint. The resulting algorithm does not contain the difficult to tune tension and curvature forces terms, yielding an easier to use and more efficient parametric snake algorithm.
Numerical efficiency is critical when trying to apply visual snakes to the control of autonomous vehicles. A fast snake point cross-over check algorithm is implemented which yields significant speed improvements for large sets of snake points. 21 Further, to provide robustness to lighting variations, Schaub and Smith propose a new image error function:
where p i are local average pixel color channel values, τ i are the target color channel values and σ i are the target color channel standard deviations. The gains k i are free to chosen. The image RGB colors are mapped into the Hue-Saturation-Value color space illustrated in Figure 4 . By choosing appropriate gains k i , the visual snake can track targets with significant variations in target saturation and shading. The resulting visual snake implementation is referred to as the color statistical pressure snake and is currently operational in the Virginia Tech AVS Lab. The promising tracking performance illustrated in Figure 5 has also been independently verified in Reference 23. Figure 5 shows two image captures where the same visual snake algorithm is tracking two different types of targets. In Figure 5 (a) the operator selected the blue target square and the snake (purple outline) snaps to the visual boundaries. This tracking can be performed at the full frame rate of 30 Hz, even with a relatively slow 800 MHz processor. No specialized DSP chips are employed. Note that the visual snake routine is not confused by the image being partially obscured by a pen or fingers. A traditional corner or straight-line detection algorithm would have difficulties tracking this target. Further, using the visual snake contour line it is possible to extract additional target features such as target principal image axes direction and size, centroid location, 22 and even target corners. 24 An open research question involves developing efficient automatic snake parameter k i selections. The HSV color space has singularities with near-gray-scale colors. The implemented automatic gain selection algorithm provides a reasonable target selection performance. However, further enhancements to this important gain selection process are expected. The current implementation is able to select targets by having the user double-click on the computer screen. This simple activations is promising for applications where the end user is not extensively trained in computer vision.
Given a robust snake solution, the target contour can be exploited to yield more information than simply the target image centroid. Besides rapidly determining the target principal axis size and orientation, 25 the contour can also be used to determine corner points (see Figure 5(a) ). 24 These snake features could be exploited in on-board filtering and estimation algorithms to determine additional relative motion information besides the typical target centroid heading information.
Finally, it should be noted that this test bed development is not tied to the color statistical pressure snake solution.
As the active deformable model algorithms mature and become more efficient, other efficient segmentation routines could be used. However, the current statistical pressure snake implementation has proven to be sufficiently fast and robust to control the relative motion of unmanned vehicles. 
IV. Visual Servoing Control Law
The current P3-DX UGV is capable of tracking and following a passive visual target using a statistical pressure snake. The operator first selects the target on the screen by double-clicking on it. The tracking control mode is then engaged and the vehicle will attempt to maintain a fixed heading and distance relative to the target. A terrestrial application of this setup is to have one UGV follow another UGV vehicle through visual servoing. Of interest is developing robust visual sensing solutions that can handle both lighting color and intensity variations. The results will have a direct impact on visually servoing spacecraft as well.
Given the target contour provided by the statistical pressure snake algorithm, the 0 th moment (area), 1 st moments (target centroid coordinates) and 2 nd moments (target area inertia) are efficiently computed using Green's theorem. 26, 25 The target heading is is then computed using the horizontal target centroid coordinates x c . The target distance is computed indirectly using the major principal inertia I 1 and the target area. If the target is known to be a rectangle, then the semi-major principal axis length l (red axis in Figure 5 ) is determined through: Figure 6 illustrates a simplified model of a pin-hole camera where f is the focal length and z is the depth of the target object. Using the geometric law of similar triangles, we find that
must be satisfied. If the snake algorithm has provided us with the semi-major principal axis image size h, then the depth of the target can be estimated using
where ξ = d f is a constant for this specialized target tracking problem. If the dimension d is known in advance for the target, then ξ can be determined through a simple calibration procedure. By placing the object a known distance z 0 away from the camera, and measuring the corresponding pixel dimension h 0 , the calibration parameter ξ is found through
directly. This depth measurement strategy is commonly used in the robotic vision community and has well-known limitations. If the target plane is not perpendicular to the camera bore-sight axis, then the target semi-major principal axis will have a perceived foreshortening. This will make the target appear to be further away then it actually is. However, this axis foreshortening appears only in the axis modeling if second order and higher terms are included. This makes this distance measurement relatively insensitive to target plane orientation miss-alignments. 25 If the target size is not known, then the vehicle can be controlled to maintain the initial separation distance. This mode has many practical applications where it is not necessary to servo a specific separation distance, but rather the current separation distance is to be maintained. In this case the calibration value ξ does not have to be determined. The transient tracking performances to regulate on a stationary target will be different for false ξ values, but the UGV will still maintain the same separation distance once the target comes to rest.
To control the motion of the unmanned vehicle relative to its visual target, kinematic-based velocity steering commands are generated. For the scenario where the UGV is to track a target heading and separation distance, the two target errors can be controlled individually. Thus, to simplify the following control discussion, consider x d to be either a desired heading or separation distance target state. Then δx = x − x d is the visual target tracking error. The nonlinear velocity steering commandẋ isẋ
where f () is an odd, smooth bounding function and γ > 0 is a feedback gain. Let c be a finite constant, then f (δx) 
For example, f (x) = arctan(x) could be used. The purpose of f () is to smoothly bound the UGV speed. If the target state error δx is very large, then the servo command should request a maximum response to reduce this error (saturated control). Once δx is reduced, then the control will smoothly reduce the speed command to zero. This simple visual velocity-based steering law is effective in regulating the tracking errors relative to a constant target. The current form is essentially a smoothly saturated proportional feedback control. The gain γ controls the end-game convergence, while the γc determines the maximum commanded speed. If the target is moving, then asymptotic convergence is not expected. An advantage of this elementary visual control strategy is that it is very simple to implement. Compared to position based visual servo control methods which require extensive camera calibration before use, this velocity-based steering law only requires a very simple calibration before use in the field. Even without any calibration, this control is able to maintain an initial separation distance. Future work will investigate adding robustness enhancements to improve visual tracking for moving targets, or refining the calibration constant γ on the fly. The purpose of the current visual control strategy is to regulate tracking errors δx and drive them to zero.
To analyze stability of this steering law, let us define the Lyapunov function
If the target is stationary, thenẋ d = 0 and the Lyapunov ratė
is negative definite in δx. Thus, for inertially fixed targets, the visual guidance law in Eq. (11) provides asymptotic convergence in δx.
Using the f () function in the steering law allows for vehicle speed limitations to be smoothly approached. The gain γ determines the convergence rate for small tracking errors.
However, if the target is moving, then the visual servo strategy in Eq. (11) will not yield asymptotic convergence. Let us assume that the target is moving withẋ d = constant. The closed-loop tracking dynamics are V does show that the δx tracking errors must remain finite. Because the tracking error δx is bounded, so is V (δx). Thus, the integral ofV from t = 0 → ∞ exists and is bounded.
Barbalat's theorem 27 states that if Eq. (17) exists andV is uniformly continuous on [0, ∞), thenV → 0 as t → ∞. To prove uniform continuity ofV it is sufficient to show thatV is bounded. 28 Taking the second derivative ofV we find
with f (δx) ≡ ∂f ∂(δx) . Thus,V is bounded if f (δx) is bounded. Using the f () conditions in Eq. (12) this is satisfied and we conclude thatV → 0 as t → ∞.
The conditionV is satisfied ifV
Looking at the closed loop tracking dynamics in Eq. (15), it is evident that δx = 0 cannot remain true for a finite amount of time with a constant target rateẋ d . Instead, the steady-state tracking error is determined through
Solving for the steady-state tracking error due to a constant target motionẋ d , we find
Thus, for constantly moving targets the tracking errors will have a finite value.
V. Hardware Visual Servoing Results for Free Inertial Motion Simulation
This section presents hardware visual tracking results which use the visual servo control strategy outlined in section IV.. The UGV simulates the free inertial motion of a craft. For example, this test could simulate a floating robotic assistant visually servoing on a mother spacecraft in interplanetary space. Orbital dynamics or flight dynamics behavioral modules have not been created yet. Given the visual tracking errors, the servo commands will drive the vehicle. If this were a spacecraft, then it is assumed that an IMU is onboard to measure the actual inertial response and a velocity sub-servo system would be present to implement the commanded velocity commands. In an expanded relative motion test bed IMUs could be used to measure the vehicle motion which would then servo the velocity command. This would simulate all required spacecraft motion sensing.
The visual target is a green rectangle surrounded by a red border as is seen in Figure 7 . The camera/target calibration parameter ξ was determined at the desired 1 meter target separation distance. Thus, the pin-hole camera-based distance measurement will be the most accurate around the desired 1 meter separation distance.
The visual snake automatic gain selection is set to track hue colors only here. This provides the largest robustness to color intensity variations. However, this also makes the visual snakes more susceptible to spilling over onto other green areas in the image background. This is why the red border is provided around the green target to help contain the snake. As is seen in the hardware results below, this strategy does provide effective visual tracking of the target when the human person guiding the target can move it smoothly at will. This scenario is referred to as a collaborative, passive visual target. No active communication is occurring between the visual target and the sensor (camera) as with optical beacons. The visual target is collaborative because it has a known shape and size. If arbitrary visual targets are to be tracked, then the hue-only visual snake mode would not be used. Instead, a blend of gains across the HSV space will be used to track the target. This mode is currently less robust to lighting intensity variations, but is less easily fooled by other image components with a similar hue. Such a target is referred to as a non-collaborative, passive visual target. 
A. Distance Servoing Experiment
To test the distance servoing capability of the visual servo strategy, the green target is placed vertically on the wall and the target/camera parameter ξ is calibrated at a 1 meter distance. After engaging the visual servoing, the commanded separation distance are changed at discrete intervals. The vehicle will then move forward, or backward, to achieve the desired separation distance to the visual target. Figure 8 (a) shows the change in vehicle position relative to the initial 1 meter separation distance. Positive changes indicate the vehicle moving forward. The vehicle motion is determined here through the wheel encoders. Because the vehicle is only performing simple forward and backward motions on a non-slippery surface, these encoder derived position measurements are expected to be sufficiently accurate. The test bed currently does not have method to externally track the inertial motion.
The initial commanded separation distance is 1.1 meters, or -0.1 meters from the calibration distance. Then separation distances of 0.9, 1.1, 0.8, 1.2, 0.7, 1.3 and 1.0 meters are commanded. Each time the vehicle responds quickly and approaches the desired target separation distance. However, note that as the separation distances differ increasingly from the 1 meter calibration distance, the measured target separation distance begins to be less accurate. In particular, as the vehicle moves further away from the target, the pin-hole camera model is becoming less valid. Computing the distance using the visual snake semi-major principal axis provides increasingly less accurate separation distance calculations as the separation distance differs more from the calibration distance. At the end of the experiment the original calibration separation distance is commanded. Here the vehicle converges very well to this desired separation distance. The commanded vehicle servo speeds are shown in Figure 8(b) . This hardware test demonstrates that the visual servoing strategy can successfully track a calibrated separation distance. Other separation distances can also be commanded, but with more coarse final positioning. Consider the scenario where one vehicle is to track a lead craft at a given separation distance, for example, a convoy of UGVs. This separation distance tracking method is a promising solution to achieve such visual servoing.
B. 2D Visual Tracking Experiment
In the second hardware visual servoing experiment, the P3-DX vehicle tracks the same green visual target. However, in this scenario the target is smoothly moved by a human as shown in Figure 7 . The identical visual snake settings (hue-only tracking etc.) and the visual servo control gains are used. The human is is essentially mimicking a lead vehicle moving through the laboratory, and the P3-DX must maintain a 1 meter separation distance while directly pointing at the target. The visual servo control supplies both heading and vehicle speed commands to achieve this.
If the target is moving at a constant rate, the current visual control strategy is shown to have a steady-state separation distance bias in Eq. (21) . Thus, while the target is moving, the separation distance errors are not expected to The experimental results are illustrated in Figure 9 . The vehicle motion within the laboratory is computed using the wheel encoder information. Figure 9(a) shows the resulting trajectory. After starting up, the P3-DX performed a slow left, then a sharp right turn, to follow the visual target. The vehicle heading angle relative to the startup orientation is shown in Figure 9 (b). The sensed (computed through the visual snake information) separation and heading tracking errors are illustrated in Figures 9(c) and 9(d) .
The start and stop points are marked on the trajectory plot in Figure 9 (a), as well as two special events that occurred. At event 1 the green target was rapidly removed from the P3-DX field of view. This causes the visual snake to loose target lock. The control software recognized this event and automatically put the visual servo routine into stand-by mode. After the target was made visible again to the P3-DX camera, the visual snake routine was able to reacquire a target lock and the control resumed. As the snake acquires the target, the relatively slow onboard computer of the P3-DX will take several frame to fully track the green square. This causes erroneous separation distance transients which are visible in Figure 9 (c).
The second event occurred around 110 seconds into the simulation where the target was held still to let the vehicle converge to the desired separation distance and heading. After this, the target was removed again to temporarily disengage the visual servo control. When presenting the target again, it was waved and rotated in front of the camera for several seconds to let the visual snake reacquire target lock. During this period visual snake convergence transients occurred which resulted in the short period of erratic separation error measurements. After the target is held steady, the smooth visual control continued. These two events help illustrate the robustness of the current visual servo implementation.
VI. Conclusion
A hardware simulation test bed designed to test the performance of visual sensing and control methods in relative navigation problems has been developed. This test bed is intended to eventually be used to simulate unmanned ground, air, and space vehicle relative navigation problems. The UGV provides the sensor or test hardware with physical motion which is equivalent to that of the aerospace vehicle being tested. By using mobile robotic ground vehicles, very large ranges of motion and extremely varied lighting conditions can be simulated. The implemented visual tracking algorithm employing color statistical pressure snakes is discussed. A simple but effective and easy to tune visual servo control is presented which is shown through hardware experiments to function well with the visual sensing strategy. Experimental results are discussed where a craft is kinematically commanded to point at a visual target, and maintain a 1 meter separation distance, even while the visual target is moving in an unstructured laboratory environment.
